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Abstract
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1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline metals have been the subject of numerous studies because of their potential use in high strength applications (Chowdhury et al., 2015; Chowdhury et al., 2016; Min et al., 2014; Salehinia et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2016). The large densities of grain boundaries in these materials dramatically change the deformation behavior from that observed in their conventional polycrystalline counterparts (Bubbery et al., 2015; Hahn and Meyers, 2015; Ivansenko et al., 2016; Khalajhedayati et al., 2016; Upadhyay et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2015). Rapid grain growth and the consequent loss of their superior mechanical properties limit the application of these remarkable materials, however, so solute additions are commonly used to stabilize them against microstructural coarsening (Frolov et al., 2012; Gottstein and Shvindlerman, 1999; Millett et al., 2007). Solute segregated at grain boundaries (GB) for the purpose of microstructural stabilization may also significantly affect plastic deformation mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding, grain rotation, twinning, dislocation slip, etc (Kuhr et al., 2016; Schaefer et al., 2011; Tschopp et al., 2014; Vo et al., 2011). The mechanisms of these effects have been the subjects of recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies. For example, (Vo et al., 2011) predicted a strong influence of solute segregation at GBs on the strength of dilute nanocrystalline Cu alloys, which was confirmed experimentally in (Ozerine et al., 2012). Solute atoms with a large size mismatch with the Cu host were shown to be the most effective. In (Rajgarhia et al., 2010), the effect of Sb solute atoms on the tensile deformation behavior of nanocrystalline Cu was modeled. It was observed that the yield stress increases with increasing concentration of Sb at the GBs. However, solute equilibration was not achieved prior to deformation in this study, as the solute atoms were introduced simply by randomly removing Cu atoms at the GBs and replacing them with Sb. In contrast with all of the above cases, the results presented in (Jang et al., 2008) indicate a decrease in the yield stress of nanocrystalline Al due to the addition of Pb at the GBs. They also observed that Pb segregation at GBs in nanocrystalline Al leads to the suppression of partial dislocation nucleation during straining.

In all of the cases cited above, large, equiaxed, 3D nano-poly-crystalline models were used to provide a semblance of the complexity of real materials, but it was consequently difficult to isolate any specific mechanisms governing the plastic deformation process. Moreover, the very small grain sizes in the MD simulation cells may have biased the plastic deformation mechanism in favor of grain boundary sliding and/or grain rotation, so the effect of solutes on dislocation nucleation has therefore not yet been studied systematically. In this paper we report the results of MD simulations using a simple bi-crystal geometry for which the nucleation and propagation of dislocations from a GB is the only mechanism of the plastic deformation.

In the present work, we have simulated the nucleation of dislocations from \( \Sigma 11(332)[110] \) symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs). The \(<110>\) rotation axis dominates the grain boundary character distributions of face-centered cubic (fcc) materials (Randle, 2006) and this family includes a subset of interfaces which contain E structural units (Rittner and Seidman, 1996). These STGBs are able to emit dislocations at lower applied tensile stresses than grain boundaries that lack E units (Spearet et al., 2007; Tschopp et al., 2007) and because they operate as sources at lower stresses than other boundaries, they may determine the bulk yield stress. As model systems of potential practical interest, we have chosen Cu and Ag with a small addition of Ag and Cu,
respectively. While both pure Cu and Ag are fcc metals, they have very low mutual solubility (Massalski et al., 1990) so the solute is expected to segregate to the GBs in either host. Since Ag atoms are considerably larger than Cu atoms, the model also allows us to study the effects of solutes that are smaller than the host atoms, and vice versa.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the methods used for MD simulations of plastic deformation in bi-crystals. The MD simulations demonstrate that the yield stress depends very strongly on the solute concentration, for both the positive and negative misfit cases. In Section 3, we develop an intuitive, thermodynamically-based hypothesis to explain the trends observed in the MD simulations. Finally we demonstrate that while it is successful within certain limits, this does not explain all of the details, and a more sophisticated theory is accordingly needed. We describe some of the features that should be included in order to provide greater fidelity.

2. Molecular dynamics simulation

Atomic interactions were described by an embedded-atom method (EAM) potential introduced in (Williams et al., 2006), and molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS package (Plimpton, 1995). The simulation cells had periodic boundary conditions in all directions and contained two identical GBs normal to the z-direction (see Fig. 1a) and separated by ~17 nm. First, we determined the minimum-energy GB structures for pure Cu, and pure Ag following the procedure described in (Duparc et al., 2005; Mishin and Farkas, 1998). The equilibrated GBs have structures with “zigzag” glide mirror planes containing type E structural units (see Fig. 1b) and provide several distinct segregation sites. In both of the pure materials, the atoms at sites A’ and D’ are in a state of predominantly hydrostatic internal stress, in which the absolute values of the off-diagonal components of the local stress tensor are smaller than the diagonal ones. Site A’ experiences a large tensile hydrostatic stress, and is therefore the most favorable site for segregation of the Ag atom in Cu, since Ag is larger than the Cu that it replaces. Site D’ is strongly under compression and is thus the most favorable site for segregation of the relatively undersized Cu atom in Ag. This simple rationale for site selection is, of course, only reliable at very low solute concentrations for which a solute atom segregated on the GB has a very low probability of having another solute atom as a neighbor, because a solute atom on one site can considerably change the segregation energy for the nearby sites.

To simulate the effect of solutes on the dislocation nucleation, we first prepared smaller simulation cells in the same manner as described above. The simulation cells had periodic boundary conditions in all directions and contained only solvent atoms. The cell was longer in the z-direction (normal to the grain boundaries) and relatively small in the x- and y-directions (2.4×2.3×33.6 nm³ for Cu and 2.7×2.6×38.0 nm³ for Ag). It contained 15660 atoms and enclosed two identical GBs normal to the z-direction. In spite of the small simulation sizes in the x- and y-directions, the cell was large enough to include several repeats of the periodic GB structure.

For each doping level, the chosen number of solvent atoms was replaced by solute atoms in a special swap region near the GBs (see Fig. 1a) that extended approximately 3 nm in the direction normal to the GB. Monte Carlo (MC) relaxation was performed on the rigid lattice within the first swap region, followed by the same MC relaxation for the
second swap region. As expected, the solutes exhibited a strong tendency to segregate to the GBs for both Ag in Cu and Cu in Ag, justifying the use of a localized swap region and reducing the number of MC trials needed to reach an equilibrium solute distribution. The energy of the system quickly dropped during each MC simulation, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

Next we performed short MD simulations to initially equilibrate the model at T=300 K and zero applied stress. During this run the system energy drops considerably, again, because the Cu-Ag equilibrium separation is different than Cu-Cu equilibrium separation. Finally, the models were subjected to a hybrid MC/MD relaxation (Sadigh et al., 2012). In this technique, the MD simulations were interrupted at every 20th MD step to perform one MC trial exchange event (swapping a solute atom with a matrix atom within the same swap region). On average, each solute atom was subjected to 2500 trial exchanges. Figure 2 shows that the energy decreases for approximately 2,000,000 MD steps and then reaches an equilibrium value. The MC/MD equilibrated model was then translated and repeated 7 times in the x- and y-directions so the final model contained 767340 atoms.
Figure 1. a) The bi-crystal simulation system; the MC swap regions are indicated by dashed lines. b) Structure and principal segregation sites at the $\Sigma 11(332)[110]$ STGB. The GB sites are marked following the notations introduced in (Duparc et al., 2005). The arrows show the displacement of atomic planes during leading partial dislocation emission. The view is along the [110] tilt axis, with the open and filled circles representing the atoms on two different $<110>$ planes. c) The system with one emitted dislocation used in the energy calculations (Eqs. 1-3). All solutes were located at the bottom GB. d) A typical case of the simultaneous nucleation of multiple dislocations (fish-bone structure) observed in the MD simulations of tensile loading (the direction of the applied deformation is indicated by the arrows). The atoms in a), c) and d) are colored according to the Common Neighbor Analysis (CNA) (Honeycutt and Andersen, 1987; Stukowski, 2012) and fcc (perfect bulk) atoms are not shown. The color-coding is as follows: red – hcp, grey – other. The red features in c) and d) are the intrinsic stacking faults trailing leading partial dislocations. Analysis and visualization of MD simulation snapshots were performed using the software package OVITO (Stukowski, 2010).
Figure 2. Change in the total energy during preparation of the initial model of Cu, with the largest Ag concentration considered in the present study. To compare the energy during MC simulation on the rigid lattice with the energies calculated during MD simulations, the value of $3Nk_B T$ was added to the former.

The hybrid MC/MD simulations revealed that for the case of small Ag concentrations in Cu, the Ag solute atoms segregate exclusively to the A’ sites. When all of the sites A’ are filled, segregation to the B’3 occurs, and when most of the B’3 sites are occupied, segregation into other sites (B’1, C’2, B’4, D’1, D’4, C’2, B’4) starts to occur. For the case of Cu solutes in Ag, only the sites D’ are occupied at low Cu concentrations. When the most of the D’ sites are occupied, segregation into the C’ sites is observed. The presence of Cu atoms in the D’ and C’ sites influences the segregation energies of the sites nearby, so as the solute concentration increases further, segregation into the B’2 sites is also observed. Finally, at the highest concentrations considered in the present study, segregation into the B’4 sites and a couple of non-principal segregation sites was also observed.

Prior to tensile loading, each simulation cell was annealed at $T=500$ K and $\sigma_{\alpha}=0$ ($\alpha=x, y$ or $z$) for 0.2 ns, cooled down to $T=300$ K and equilibrated at this temperature at $\sigma_{\alpha}=0$. Uniaxial tensile loading simulations were carried out with a constant engineering strain rate of $10^8$ s$^{-1}$ applied in the direction normal to the GB plane, while the stresses in the other two directions were held at zero. During the tensile loading $\sigma_{zz}$ initially increases with applied strain, reaches a maximum value, corresponding to the emission of the first dislocation, and then drops substantially (see Fig. 3). Because Cu and Ag have rather small stacking fault energies, we only observed the emission of 60° partial dislocations in these simulations (see the discussion
in (Borovikov et al., 2015)). The peak stress value associated with the first dislocation emission was treated as the effective yield stress in this work.

The dependence of the yield stress on solute concentration is shown in Fig. 4. In both cases, for relatively small solute concentrations, segregation at the GB leads to a significant increase in the tensile strength. When the solute atoms substitute approximately 30% of the solvent atoms at the GB, the strengthening effect levels off.

Figure 3. Stress-strain curves obtained using different solute concentrations.

Figure 4. Yield stress vs. total solute concentration in the simulation cell.
3. Discussion

Our results address the nucleation of the first dislocation from a specific grain boundary, which is important if that event always occurs at a lower stress than any other available deformation process. The emission of subsequent dislocations, the emission of dislocations from other grain boundaries, the operation of other sources at surfaces and triple junctions all affect yield, and the interactions of dislocations with other grain boundaries, and with each other in the grain interiors, contribute to work hardening: each of these processes may also be affected by solute atoms in ways that remain to be evaluated.

The MD simulations performed in the present study demonstrate that addition of solutes can dramatically affect the nucleation of dislocations from GBs, leading to considerable increase in the yield stress. It should be noted, here, that the strain rate used in the MD simulations is much higher than that typically used in experiments. No solute diffusion occurs at \( T=300 \) K during the MD simulations while some short range diffusion is possible under typical experimental conditions (e.g., see the consideration of a similar phenomenon in (Curtin et al., 2006)). This local diffusion may partly suppress the effects observed here (Schafer et al., 2013). Since the goal of the present study was just to demonstrate the possible effect of solutes on the dislocation nucleation from GBs we did not attempt to combine the MD simulation of the tensile loading with any method to incorporate the solute diffusion. Instead below we focus on rationalizing our simulation results.

To understand why solutes affect dislocation nucleation, we start from the analysis of nucleation from the same GB in pure metals presented in (Spearot, 2008; Tschopp et al., 2007; Tucker et al., 2010). As a result of dislocation emission, the part of the crystal, containing site \( A' \), shifts towards the E structural unit, while the part containing sites \( C', D' \) and \( B'4 \), shifts in the opposite direction (see Fig. 1b). Since the solute atoms shift along with the solvent atoms, they may end up in the positions that are not as favorable for segregation as were their original sites. For example, the volume associated with the site \( A' \) decreases considerably after a dislocation is emitted from the E unit (Spearot, 2008). Therefore, the new location of the solute atom may be less favorable for the relatively large Ag atom in Cu than it was before dislocation emission. To characterize this effect, consider two processes. In the first one, the dislocation is emitted from the GB in a pure metal. The change of the energy associated with the process is

\[
\Delta E_d^P = E_d^P - E^P ,
\]

where \( E_d^P \) and \( E^P \) are respectively the energies of the pure system with and without an emitted dislocation (\( E_d^P \) depends on how far the dislocation travelled from the GB which will discussed below). The second process is dislocation emission in the presence of solutes which can be characterized by the following quantity:

\[
\Delta E_d^S = E_d^S - E^S ,
\]

where \( E_d^S \) and \( E^S \) are energies of the system with solutes, with and without an emitted dislocation. The effect of the solutes can be then characterized as:
\[ \Delta E = (\Delta E^s_d - \Delta E^P_d) / N_{GB}^s \]  

where \( N_{GB}^s \) is the number of solute atoms within the GB segment from which the dislocation is emitted (the system can have other solutes atoms). It is assumed that all energies in the RHS of both Eqs. (1) and (2) describe completely relaxed states and the dislocation is located at the same distance from the GB in every case. In practice, it is difficult to satisfy the latter condition because the dislocation will either keep propagating or come back to the GB location from which it was emitted, and annihilate during the minimization step. To overcome this problem we used the simulation cell shown in Fig. 1c where the dislocation has propagated all the way to the second GB (the top GB in the figure, which contains no solute atoms). This ensures that solute site reorganization near the dislocation-nucleating GB is the only effect in play.

If there is just one solute atom in the system, \( \Delta E \) describes the change in the heat of segregation associated with emission of the dislocation from the E unit where the solute atom segregates (we refer to this quantity as \( \Delta E_1 \) below). Table I shows that this quantity indeed increases for the most favorable initial segregation sites, once the dislocation is emitted from the GB. One might conclude that the simple model represented by Eq. (3) can explain the effect of segregated solutes on the value of the yield stress. The actual mechanism, however, is rather more complicated.

Table I. Heats of segregation and effects of solutes on the change in energy associated with the dislocation emission. All energies are expressed in eV/atom. The values for the most favorable segregation sites are shown in bold. The values of \( \Delta E_3 \) are shown in italic if the GB experiences a reconstruction during the tensile loading simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Ag in Cu</th>
<th>Cu in Ag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( E_{seg} )</td>
<td>( \Delta E_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'</td>
<td>-0.420</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'_1</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'_2</td>
<td>-0.120</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'_3</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B'_4</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>-0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>-0.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, we note that this simple model should be equally applicable to solute segregation at any GB site provided that there is no GB reconstruction during plastic deformation. The values of $\Delta E_1$ presented in Table I suggest that even if the solute segregates to a less favorable site, it can still dramatically increase the yield stress (e.g., Ag segregating into the B$_2$ sites in Cu). On the other hand, there are sites where the heat of segregation decreases after the emission of the dislocation (e.g., site D' in the case of Ag solutes in Cu). In this case, the addition of solutes should decrease the yield stress. To explore if there is a correlation between the value of $\Delta E_1$ and the yield stress we performed an additional series of MD simulations. This time we placed solute atoms only at every third equivalent segregation site along the y-axis in the simulation cell (an example is shown in Fig. 5). No MC/MD relaxation was carried out, but tensile deformation was performed exactly as before. Figure 6a shows that while some correlation still exists between the yield stress and the corresponding values of $\Delta E_1$ in the case of Cu solutes in Ag, no correlation is observed in the case of Ag solutes in Cu. Thus, the value of $\Delta E_1$ is not a reliable predictor of the yield stress.

The yield stresses shown in Fig. 6a were obtained using the models in which every third equivalent segregation site was occupied by a solute atom, but $\Delta E_1$ describes the change in energy when only one solute atom is present in the system and, therefore, it does not correctly account for the effects of closely-spaced solute atoms on each other. To evaluate these effects we determined the value of $\Delta E_3$ using Eq. (3) for the case where every third segregation site is occupied by a solute atom. Table I shows that the interaction effects are significant. For example, for the site D' in the case of Ag solutes in Cu, the value of $\Delta E$ changes from a large negative value to a large positive value, which explains why segregation at this site does not lead to a decrease in the yield stress. Figure 6b shows the correlation between the yield stress and the value of $\Delta E_3$. In the case of Cu solutes in Ag, the replacement of $\Delta E_1$ by $\Delta E_3$ did not result in a stronger correlation but for the case of Ag solutes in Cu, the same replacement provided a much stronger correlation.

An additional caveat arises because the values of $\Delta E_1$ and $\Delta E_3$ were determined at zero deformation while a GB actually emits a dislocation only under applied strain. To test the effect of the deformation on the value of $\Delta E_3$ we determined $\Delta E_3^{1\%}$ which is equivalent to $\Delta E_3$ except that all of the energies in Eqs. (1)-(2) where calculated using models deformed to a strain of 1%. Figure 6c shows that accounting for the effect of deformation in this way leads to a slightly better correlation between the yield stress and the value of $\Delta E_3^{1\%}$.
Figure 5. The solute distribution used when the solute atoms occupy every third A’ segregation site.
Figure 6. Yield stresses for different segregation sites. a) $\Delta E_1$ corresponds to the case of a single solute atom, and the energy minimization performed at zero strain. b) same as (a) but $\Delta E_3$ corresponds to the case of solute atoms placed at every third segregation site. c) the same as (b) but with the energy minimization performed at 1% strain.
A simple model based on the interaction between the dislocation and the solutes segregated at GBs provides an intuitively satisfying explanation of the general trends observed in our MD simulations, but fails to properly explain the details. For example, based on the value of \( \Delta E_{3}^{1\%} \) for Cu segregated in the D' site in Ag we should expect a very small effect on the yield stress, but the MD simulation demonstrates that it is large. This failure can be attributed to several factors that were not taken into account. First, the geometry used to determine \( \Delta E_{3}^{1\%} \) (Fig. 6c) does not correspond exactly to the geometry at the point of dislocation nucleation. The leading partial dislocation in Fig. 1c is far away from the GB from which it was emitted so that the interaction between the dislocation core and the solute atoms is much weaker than it was when the dislocation nucleated. Recall that the reason for using the configuration shown in Fig. 1c is that it is impossible to perform the energy minimization keeping the dislocation core at the specific distance from the GB associated with the point of nucleation. Fig. 1d vividly shows that the GB structure changes considerably at the moment when a dislocation nucleates: a fish-bone structure is formed consisting of dislocation embryos emanating from nearby sites and it is not obvious how to incorporate the interactions among these embryos into the model. Critically, the fish-bone structure does not form during the energy minimizations employed to determine all quantities in Eqs. (1)-(2), so there is reasonable doubt that these energies correspond exactly to the interactions of concern at the point of nucleation.

Finally we note that in real nanocrystalline materials, solutes will affect other mechanisms operating during plastic deformation. For example, solutes can affect the dislocation nucleation from free surfaces (e.g., see (Chen et al., 2015; Jennings et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2008)), the GB sliding or grain rotation (e.g., see (Vo et al., 2011)). They can also affect post-nucleation dislocation motion (e.g., see (Olmsted et al., 2006; Olmsted et al., 2005)), and other effects are possible, too. These phenomena were not considered in the present study. Moreover, any real nanocrystalline material contains a set of different GBs and the solute effect of the dislocation nucleation should vary depending on the GB type. Thus, the overall solute effect on yield stress can be much more complicated than what is shown in Fig. 4. Because of the complicated interactions of different processes in polycrystalline materials, direct experimental validation of our results can only be provided using transmission electron microscopy or x-ray topography, ideally through in situ straining of controlled bicrystal specimens with misorientations and compositions corresponding to our simulations: it is now becoming possible to perform such experiments with local strain (hence stress) determination, and we look forward to the results from such efforts.

4. Conclusions

MC/MD simulations of the effect of solutes on dislocation nucleation from \( \Sigma 11(332)[110] \) STGBs demonstrate that the addition of either oversized (Ag in Cu) or undersized (Cu in Ag) solutes can dramatically increase the yield stress associated with this deformation mechanism. The increase is attributed to changes in the GB structure that occur during dislocation emission leading to increases in the heat of segregation, and thus the energy barrier for dislocation nucleation. However, this explanation is complicated by other factors that need to be accounted for to fully describe the nucleation
process. While the present study has identified some of these factors, incorporating them in a theoretical model should be a subject for further research.
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